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Abstract Group recommender systems are information filtering and decision sup-

port applications that are aimed at aiding a group of users in making decisions when

they are considering a set of alternatives. State of the art solutions aggregate users’

preferences acquired before the actual decision making process and suggest items

that fit the aggregated model. However, it has been shown that the recommendation

needs of groups go beyond the identification of such items, and it is essential to take

into account, in the recommendation process, the dynamic of users’ interactions in

their real group context. In this paper, we therefore illustrate a novel approach to

group recommendation, which is implemented in a mobile system, that monitors

and exploits users’ interactions during a group discussion, and offers appropriate

recommendations as well as other types of suggestions, to guide and help the group

members in settling on an agreement. We have carried out a preliminary user study

of the proposed approach to assess and analyze the usability of the system along

with the perceived recommendation quality and choice satisfaction. The results of

this study are encouraging as they show that the proposed approach attains a high

usability score, and has good user-perceived recommendation quality as well as

choice satisfaction.

This paper is an extended version of our conference paper with the same title previously published in the

proceedings of Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2017 (ENTER 2017) which

took place in Rome, Italy, January 24–26, 2017.
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1 Introduction

Recommender systems (RSs) are information search tools that alleviate information

overload by suggesting items that are likely to suit users’ needs and preferences

(Ricci et al. 2015). They are nowadays commonly used to find music to play or

books to buy, and most of the currently available RSs, such as those accessible in

Spotify or Amazon, are intended to be used by an individual to identify items of

interest. Nonetheless, in many real-life situations, users search items to be consumed

with others, e.g., a restaurant for a dinner with friends or a vacation package for a

family to experience together. In these cases, the recommended items are required

to satisfy as much as possible the needs of multiple users rather than of a single one

(Jameson and Smyth 2007).

These scenarios have motivated the emerging field of Group Recommender

Systems (GRSs), i.e., systems that can interact with a group of users who are

looking for one or more items useful for all of them (Masthoff 2015).

Recommending items to a group has been regarded as multifaceted and complicated

because of the potential conflicting interests between group members. Many of the

existing studies on GRSs have focused on methods of aggregating users’ individual

preferences, in a fair and acceptable manner. In this context, many researchers have

made the simplifying assumption that the group members’ preferences are

independent, i.e., they are not influenced by the other group members. They

thereby have tried to equip a GRS with computational methods that can predict a

group choice and generate good recommendations solely on the base of independent

and individual users’ preferences. With that simplification, the system, however

overlooks the users’ behavior as well as the changes in their preferences in the

context of a group, which are often affected by the other group members and the

system design (Masthoff 2015).

Conversely, some more advanced research studies on GRSs have looked beyond

simple preference aggregation functions to analyze and support users’ interactions,

as well as decision making processes (Jameson 2004; McCarthy et al. 2006; Guzzi

et al. 2011). In fact, according to social science research on group dynamics, the full

decision process adopted by a group, which consists of various aspects and steps,

determines the quality of the output decision (Forsyth 2014). This finding is

confirmed by a recent observational study on a group decision process, whose

results have indicated that group preferences are constructed during the decision

making process and further stressed that it is essential to put more emphasis on the

decision making process taking place in groups rather than focusing only on the

preference aggregation step (Delic et al. 2016b).

To materialize this vision, in the context of GRSs, conversational approaches,

where users can interactively engage in steering the recommendation process, are

typically utilized. The two most commonly used techniques are: critiquing and case-
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based reasoning. Critiquing has attracted considerable interest as it allows users to

actively interact with the system by providing feature-specific feedback. For

instance, in a travel RS, a user can indicate that he or she would prefer a visiting site

that is cheaper (price) or a site that is closer (distance) (McGinty and Reilly 2011).

Critiquing is typically used in case-based reasoning systems, where the knowledge

stored in previous counseling sessions referred to as cases is leveraged. Moreover,

in a case-based reasoning RS, past cases that match the user’s partially defined

preferences are retrieved and then items recommended in these previous cases are

adapted to the specific request of the user (Bridge et al. 2005; Lorenzi and Ricci

2005).

Motivated by the goal of supporting a group decision making process, in this

work, we design a conversational GRS that not only relies on the personal

preferences collected prior to a group discussion, but also exploits the rich source of

implicit preference information consisting of the observed interactions between

group members. The system is developed for supporting a travel and tourism

recommendation scenario. GRSs are particularly important in this domain since

most of the time users travel in groups, of various size and nature: for example, a

family with kids, or a group of close friends and colleagues, or a group of like-

minded travelers. Moreover, when looking for tourism products, users tend to

consider various type information (e.g., transportation, activities), so they could

require seamless interactions with the system and not simply receive recommen-

dations in a single shot (as it is more popular in other domains such as music or

books).

In particular, we present a chat-based mobile GRS that allows group members to

take part in a group conversation by exchanging messages in a chat. It also supports

various tasks that are likely to be undertaken during the decision process, such as:

asking for information, making comparisons, or seeking a rationale for options. In

addition, by constantly tracking users’ actions in the course of a group discussion,

the proposed group recommendation model exploits the session-based preferences

to revise the preference model acquired before the group discussion. Finally, real-

time recommendations are provided based on the user-system interactions, so the

group has the possibility to explore different options that can be seen as

compromises for the group.

We have conducted an exploratory user study to understand whether the

proposed GRS along with the underlying preference model and recommendation

algorithm are effective and well accepted by users. The experimental results show

that the usability score of our system is higher than a standard benchmark, and it is

also capable of enhancing perceived group recommendation quality and choice

satisfaction. We note that the proposed model was originally introduced in two

previous papers (Nguyen and Ricci 2017a, c).

In summary, the core contributions of this paper lie in the following aspects:

• We provide a comprehensive analysis of the related literature on group

recommendation techniques and GRSs in the travel and tourism domain.
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• We elaborate the data collected in the system and analyze the experimental

results in detail. We also describe the item features, the users’ interactions with

the system, and data about the users’ identification with their group.

• We discuss the limitations of the user study and highlight open issues for the

research in the area of GRSs and group decision support systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we survey related

research. Section 3 illustrates the main application scenario, followed by Sect. 4

where the proposed recommendation model is presented. Then, we describe the

conducted user study in Sect. 5 and explain the obtained results in Sect. 6. In

Sect. 7, we analyze data collected from the users’ interactions with the proposed

system. Section 8 further discusses the limitations of the current study and raises

open issues that researchers in group recommendations are currently facing. Finally,

in Sect. 9, our conclusions are drawn alongside with indication of the planned future

work.

2 Related work

In this section, we first provide an overview of the literature on the preference

aggregation techniques that are commonly used to generate group recommenda-

tions. Then, we survey the state-of-the-art of GRSs designed for facilitating group

decision making in the tourism domain.

2.1 Preference aggregation techniques

Group recommendation techniques typically follow one of two general approaches:

profile aggregation and recommendation aggregation (Masthoff 2015). The former

aggregates the profiles of all group members to create a joint profile of the group to

which conventional recommendation techniques can be applied. The latter generates

individual recommendation lists for each member and then combines those lists to

form a single one for the group. It is worth noting that the second approach can also

be implemented by first computing individual rating predictions for each user and

then aggregating these predicted ratings to identify the top scoring items for the

group. This is referred to as prediction aggregation (Jameson and Smyth 2007). The

combination of the two approaches: prediction and profile aggregation, called

hybrid switching, has also been proposed and exploited by Berkovsky and Freyne

(2010). It is, however, still unclear which approach should be preferred as the

decision relies on the domain characteristics, the available data and the precise task.

For instance, a comparison of these approaches in the food recommendation domain

has indicated that profile aggregation outperforms prediction aggregation (Ber-

kovsky and Freyne 2010). Nevertheless, in a movie recommendation scenario,

experiments have shown that prediction aggregation approach leads to a better

performance than profile aggregation (Boratto and Carta 2015).

Regardless of which approach is applied, how to optimally aggregate, either

preferences or ratings or recommendations, is a well-researched topic. An in-depth
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overview of various aggregation strategies that can be used for identifying a viable

option for a group is found in Masthoff (2004, 2015). The followings are common

preference aggregation strategies originated from Social Choice Theory that has

been devised for reaching group decision:

1. Plurality voting Each user votes for his or her most preferred option, and the

one with the majority of votes wins.

2. Utilitarian strategy This can be done in multiple ways:

• Additive Ratings of group members for each option are added, and the one

with the largest sum wins.

• Multiplicative Ratings of group members for each option are multiplied, and

the one with the largest product wins.

3. Borda count Points are awarded to each option according to its position in the

individual’s preference list: the last option gets no points, the second last gets

one point, etc. To obtain the group preference ordering, the individually

awarded points are added up, and the option with the largest number of points

wins.

4. Copeland rule Points are assigned to each option according to the Copeland

index: the number of times an option beats other options minus the number of

times it loses to other options. The points assigned for each option are added up,

and the option with the largest number of points wins.

5. Approval voting Counts the individuals with ratings for an option above an

approval threshold (e.g. 5).

6. Average The average of the individual ratings is computed and the one with the

highest score wins.

7. Least misery The minimum of the individual ratings is a group score as it

maximizes the utility of the least happy member.

8. Most pleasure The maximum of the individual ratings is a group score as it

maximizes the utility of the most happy member.

9. Dictatorship A group choice follows preferences of a specific user and the

preferences of other users are disregarded.

The performance of different rank aggregation strategies for generating group

recommendations on the base of individual recommendations was also investigated

by simulating user groups (Baltrunas et al. 2010). Overall, the results obtained from

these experiments indicate that there is no superior strategy among the proposed

aggregation strategies in all given situations.

2.2 GRSs in the travel and tourism domain

Group recommendations in the travel and tourism domain have been investigated

along several special focuses: interactive GRSs, tourist trip recommendations and

social influence-oriented studies.
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2.2.1 Interactive GRSs

The first contribution to the research on interactive travel RSs for groups is offered

by Travel Decision Forum (Jameson 2004), a GRS that tries to recapture the flavor

of a face-to-face interaction by using animated characters representing group

members. The system helps users to come to an acceptable organization of a

vacation, and supports asynchronous communication between group members. For

instance, if a group member is absent, the member can grant to his or her animated

agent a certain amount of authority to accept proposals during a discussion with the

other group members. Users are also allowed to interact with a character

representing a mediator who directs the interaction between the group members.

Also exploiting agents acting on behalf of group members, Trip@dvice (Bekkerman

et al. 2006) is another GRS in the tourism domain, which adopts cooperative

negotiation methodologies. Individual recommendations are first generated by case-

based reasoning and are considered as proposals coming from the group members.

Then, among these proposals, the negotiation mediator applies one strategy, such as

maximizing the utility of an average group member or maximizing the utility of the

least happy member, to offer an option that is regarded as an agreement. With

different negotiation protocols, the system is able to generate the second-best

agreement and so on, which results in a list of group recommendations.

As we already mentioned, critiquing has been widely adopted in numerous

interactive systems since it mimics naturalistic negotiations in which users can

provide a critique, i.e., a comment on a displayed item, to formulate their

preferences over specific features. For example, ‘‘I would like a cheaper restaurant’’

is a critique pointing out an unsatisfied preference for the price, or ‘‘I would like a

hotel with a swimming pool’’ is a critique confirming the importance of feature

‘‘swimming pool’’. By using these critiques the system can better understand the

user’s needs and preferences, and improve the recommendation quality. An

application that exemplifies this technique is Collaborative Advisory Travel System

(McCarthy et al. 2006). It is a conversational critique-based GRS that helps a group

of members in planning a skiing vacation. Each group member can share and

express their own personal preferences as critiques for specific item features. Items

are described in terms of their features, such as price, car parking, ski room, etc.,

and group members are allowed to use critiques to reject a feature value (in case of

nominal features) or increase or decrease a feature value (in case of ordinal

features). The user models are constructed on the base of the users’ interactions with

the system through critiques, and the group model is finally created by averaging the

individual preferences. In this same direction, Where2eat (Guzzi et al. 2011) is

based on critiquing to offer restaurant recommendations for groups of mobile users.

Specifically, it implements interactive multi-party critiquing, an extension of the

basic critiquing technique to a computer-mediated conversation between two users.

The novel aspect of this work is to provide real-time negotiation support to groups

of two members, which enables them to make proposals and counter-proposals

generated by critiquing. Besides, by noting that users can discuss not only

recommendations but also their features, Hootle? (Márquez and Ziegler 2016), is a

hotel RS for a group of users. It is designed to support a discussion and negotiation
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on features of a desired hotel. The group members can define and propose features

that the item collectively selected should possess. They can also accept or reject the

discussed features as well as individually assign an importance weight to each of

them. The system then provides and refines group recommendations based on the

outcome of the self-manage negotiation process. With a wider scope and

functionality, Choicla (Stettinger et al. 2015) is a group decision support

environment allowing users to flexibly configure the process of a decision task in

a domain-independent setting. For example, a group can decide to use Plurality

Voting for selecting which movie to watch and Least Misery for choosing a

restaurant to dine out. Apart from some aggregation strategies as described in

Sect. 2.1, the system also makes use of Multi Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) to

rank the recommended items in the result sets. Particularly, each individual MAUT

score is determined by the ratings of a group member for the item features and their

predefined importance weights. An item is finally ranked by the MAUT-based group

recommendation score which is the sum of individual MAUT scores of the members

participating in a group decision task.

2.2.2 Recommending itineraries for groups of users

Another thread of the research on tourism GRSs has been devoted to recommending

trips or itineraries consisting of sequences of points of interest (POIs). The

recommended trip is often constrained by cost limits or trip duration. The

application illustrates this category is e-Tourism (Garcia et al. 2009), a web-based

RS that offers a personalized plan for individuals or groups. The system

recommends a list of activities that a single tourist or a group of tourists can

perform in the city of Valencia (Spain). It applies a hybrid approach that combines

three recommendation techniques: demographic, content-based and collaborative

filtering for generating recommendations. From the algorithmic perspective,

Sylejmani et al. (2017) have proposed four approaches to planning an itinerary

for a group of tourists, which are: ‘‘solo’’, where individual tourists conduct the trip

alone; ‘‘subgroups’’, where tourists with common preferences travel together; ‘‘all

together’’, all the tourists travel together; and ‘‘combined’’, where tourists at times

are together and at some other times are separated. The trip plan for a group is built

based on the assumption that all tourists stick to their personal preferences, so that

during a trip, they may split up at certain locations to visit the POIs of their specific

interest. This approach offers a reasonably simple way to solve conflicts of interests

and avoid dissatisfaction. Recently, new research results and challenges in this area

have been presented by Herzog (2017). In particular, the author has introduced three

tourist trip algorithms by considering item dependencies and suitable time for

visiting POIs. For example, a restaurant is prioritized when recommended for lunch

or dinner. It is clear that compared to GRSs generating single POIs, recommending

sequences of POIs for a group of users is more challenging as it must satisfy not

only the needs of each group member, but also the general constraints such as detour

routes, travel times, or length of stay.
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2.2.3 Social influence-oriented studies

Incorporating social factors like demographics and roles, relationship strength,

personality and travel types is another major line of research in travel GRSs. First,

Intrigue (Ardissono et al. 2003) provides recommendations for tourist groups by

taking into account characteristics of homogeneous subgroups within a heteroge-

neous group (e.g., families with subgroups of children and the elderly). The

proposed group preference model in Intrigue distinguishes between subgroups and

assigns to an item the weighted average of the importance given by each subgroup

to that item. Next, a social based approach for GRSs in the tourism domain is

presented in Christensen et al. (2016). It considers the effect of social interactions

and relationships among group members. Here, a group profile is built by analyzing

three sources of information: demographics (e.g., age, gender, marital status), users’

preferences on item features (e.g., activity type, transport) and social relationships

between group members (e.g., parents, couple, friend). The users’ relationships are

grouped into four categories: close relationship, hierarchical relationship, acquain-

tance and unknown. The approach is implemented in a system named Hermes,

which suggests tourist attractions to both individuals and groups. In Hermes, group

members are explicitly requested to indicate their relationship to enable the system

to reason on that. More recently, to gain a better insight into users’ behavior and

interaction, a series of observational research on how groups of people make

decision, in particular on travel destinations, has been conducted in naturalistic

settings. These studies have investigated the relationship between individual

characteristics, travel types, conflict resolution styles and the individuals’ satisfac-

tion with the group choice (Delic et al. 2016a, 2017; Delic and Neidhardt 2017).

The authors tried to lay the groundwork for understanding group decision making

processes, so that research in the context of GRSs can better identify the type of

support that the group members may need and value.

Among various directions that have contributed to the research on GRSs in the

tourism domain, we have been influenced by recent results in Human Computer

Interaction research, which specify that designing interaction interfaces that

effectively elicit user’s preferences and support a natural flow of conversation

between group members has a positive impact on the effectiveness of a GRS (Chen

and Pu 2009; Chen et al. 2013). Furthermore, we notice that most of the cited

interactive GRSs elicit user preferences at the feature level and this strategy suffers

from a shortcoming: it requires a considerable user’s effort as users have to reflect

on the item features and decide which feature they like or dislike. This can impose a

significant cognitive burden on those who, for a number of reasons, are unable to

clearly distinguish the importance of such features (McGinty and Smyth 2002;

Knijnenburg et al. 2011).

To address these challenges, in this paper we therefore propose a model that

derives users’ preferences solely from users’ evaluations acquired at the item level.

It automatically infers which item features are important to users by comparing

what items they like and dislike. The proposed model constructs the user and group

profiles by observing a series of user interactions during the group discussion, and it

is implemented in a chat-based GRS that gives users the ability to exchange
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messages and share their feedback on items in a simple and nowadays popular

modality.

3 Application scenario

The base of the interaction design of the proposed system comes from studies on

functional theory of group decision making, which suggest that groups, when facing

decision tasks, are actually engaged in a four-stage process: Orientation, Discussion,

Decision, and Implementation (Forsyth 2014). In addition, decision makers, when

they are confronted with the need to choose, often seek and construct reasons in

order to resolve the conflicts and justify their choices (Shafir et al. 1993).

In this paper, we primarily concentrate on the discussion stage, which is regarded

as the most vital part of the decision making process. According to Forsyth (2014),

it is the information processing hub on which users typically rely to come up with

the final decision. More concretely, we address the issue of how to support a group

discussion by providing a chat environment that is purposely designed to help both

the users and the GRS. From the perspective of the users, chat services enhance the

exchange of information and create a constant communication channel between the

group members. The users, therefore, can feel convenient to share information,

express their thoughts and interact with each other. From the system perspective,

chats can lead the users to spend more time in their conversations, and the more

time the users spend chatting, the more observations the system can make on the

users’ preferences.

For these reasons, we have designed and implemented a GRS with a chat-based

interface called STSGroup (South Tyrol Suggests for Groups). STSGroup is an

Android-based mobile application that extends STS (Braunhofer et al. 2013) with

group recommendation functionality. STS is a context-aware POI recommender

originally developed to support only individuals. In the following, we will describe

a typical interaction with our system.

Let us assume tourists or citizens are looking for a POI in South Tyrol (Italy) for

their group to visit together. After registering to the system, they can specify their

companions through appropriate system screens including: searching companions

by user name (see Fig. 1a), sending connection requests and tagging companions

(see Fig. 1b). Once a group of users connected by the ‘‘companion’’ relation wants

to visit a POI, the discussion/chat is ready to start. We note that the system is

targeted at small group sizes from two to seven users as when group size is small, it

is easier for all members to actively participate in a group discussion while with

larger groups, some of members are likely to turn to be passive (Bray et al. 1978).

Additionally, users can always access functions that were previously available in

STS. For instance, they can specify important context variables, such as, their mood,

or browse their personalized recommendations, which are computed by considering

only their personal preferences (ratings for previously experienced POIs).

As soon as a group is connected, one group member can send an ‘‘invitation to

discussion’’ message to the other members, and a discussion session is started

(Fig. 2a). The group members can exchange messages in the chat component of the
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system, which is similar to other popular chat applications (e.g., WhatsApp). In

addition, any user can autonomously search in STSGroup for interesting POIs and

propose them to their group companions. All the proposed POIs are displayed

chronologically in the group discussion space, together with other messages, which

are related to the decision making problem that the group is facing. The group

members can react to any of the proposed POIs with a: like (thumb up), dislike

(thumb down), or best (crown icon). The users can also tag the proposed POIs with

comments and emoji (Fig. 2b). A summary comparison panel, which aggregates and

compares the members’ likes, dislikes and best evaluations, is always shown on top

of the screen in order to keep the group members aware of the others’ preferences.

The panel is updated automatically when a new preference is expressed or when

changes in the preferences are made by any group member.

During a chat session, in case a user would like to identify other POIs to propose,

in addition to those already made, the user is able to ask for group recommendations

(see Fig. 3a). The recommended items for the group are augmented with

explanations that provide a rationale for the system recommendations. The system,

can, for instance, refer to the item features that might draw the attention of the group

members. The system also takes group members’ actions into account. Specifically,

the more items a user rates, the higher the importance he or she will have in the

preference aggregation step of the recommendation computation (explained later).

Fig. 1 a Search companions and b tag companions
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Besides, the system offers hints as supplementary information about items, which

are added automatically to the flow of the comments. It also offers suggestions for

better using some of the system functions. In STSGroup, the comparison between

proposed items in terms of ratings (displayed as a bar chart) is additionally provided

if necessary.

When facing difficulties in arriving at a final decision, any user can activate the

choice suggestion function (see Fig. 3b). Here, the system computes an accumulated

score for each item, which is based on the evaluations given to the item by all the

group members. Each item receives plus 2 and plus 1 for best and like feedback

respectively, and minus 1 for a dislike evaluation. The ranking list and explanations

are constructed with respect to this score.

4 Recommendation logic

The core behavior of the proposed system is to monitor and employ users’ feedback

expressed during the group decision making process. In fact, the user’s feedback,

i.e., the likes, dislikes or best evaluations for the discussed items, could either be

consistent or not with the user long-term (group-independent) preferences that have

been acquired by the system as item ratings, before the group discussion. This

largely depends on the other group members and on the group decision making

Fig. 2 a Group chats and b group chats with proposed items
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dynamics. Thus, it is essential for the system to observe user’s actions during the

group discussion in order to infer novel information about the current user’s

preferences in that specific group context. This idea is implemented by modeling the

users’ utility function and by learning it based on the observations of the users’

evaluations for POIs. STSGroup models the user utility function as follows:

Uðu; iÞ ¼
Xn

j¼1

w
ðuÞ
j x

ðiÞ
j ; ð1Þ

here xðiÞ ¼ ðxðiÞ1 ; . . .; x
ðiÞ
n Þ is a n dimensional Boolean feature vector that represents

the item i and n is the number of item features. For example, if xðiÞ ¼ ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ,
this means that the item i possesses the second and the third features and does not

have the first and the fourth ones. In STSGroup, item features model different

properties of the items, which are extracted from various sources of information. An

overview of the item features used in the system can be found in Table 1.

All these features are obtained through a web-service provided by the Regional

Association of South Tyrol’s Tourism Organizations1. Each item is characterized by

113 features in total. In Eq. 1, the vector of weights wðuÞ represents the importance

Fig. 3 a Group recommendations and b choice suggestions

1 LTS: http://www.lts.it.
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that the user u assigns to the various item features. We impose that w
ðuÞ
j � 0 and

Pn
j¼1 w

ðuÞ
j ¼ 1. Initially, before a group discussion starts, in case the user has not

rated any item, all the vector wðuÞ elements are set to 1
n
, otherwise the vector is

computed as follows:

w
ðuÞ
j ¼ 1

K

P
i2Iu rðu; iÞx

ðiÞ
j

jfi 2 Iu : x
ðiÞ
j 6¼ 0gj

; j ¼ 1; . . .; n: ð2Þ

In the above equation, Iu and r(u, i) are respectively the set of items rated by user u

and the rating of the user u for the item i, which is supposed to be acquired before

the user enters into the group discussion. This equation takes into account the

frequency of features in the items rated by the group members. For instance, assume

that rðu; i1Þ ¼ 5 and rðu; i2Þ ¼ 2, and the feature vectors of item i1 and i2 are

xð1Þ ¼ ð0; 1; 1Þ and xð2Þ ¼ ð1; 0; 1Þ. Based on Eq. 2, the user u utility vector is

computed as follows: w
ðuÞ
1 ¼ 2

1
¼ 2, w

ðuÞ
2 ¼ 5

1
¼ 5, w

ðuÞ
3 ¼ 5þ2

2
¼ 3:5. The vector is

finally normalized by dividing it by K ¼
Pn

j¼1 w
ðuÞ
j ¼ 2þ 5þ 3:5 ¼ 10:5, so that

we finally obtain the vector wðuÞ ¼ ð0:19; 0:48; 0:33Þ, as the initial preference

model of the user.

We denote with wðgÞ the aggregated utility vector of the group g. This, in

principle, can be computed by several aggregation functions as listed in Sect. 2.1. In

our system, at the beginning of the group discussion, we use the Average

aggregation technique to initialize the vector wðgÞ, which is often used when there is

no additional information about the nature of the group.

As we have mentioned above, differently from critiquing approaches, our system

does not ask users to explicitly provide feedback at the level of the item features.

Conversely, the information about the importance of each item feature, for each

group member, is automatically inferred from the feedback given at the item level

(likes, dislikes, bests). Specifically, we adopt a technique for inferring the user

utility function from constraints on the same utility function (Trabelsi et al. 2010).

These constraints are derived from the user’s feedback expressed at the item level.

We recall that users can evaluate the POIs proposed in a group chat, as either: best

choice; or like; or not evaluated (neither like nor dislike); or dislike. We also assume

that users prefer items with larger utility, so if the user prefers the item i and dislikes

the item i0, we deduce that Uðu; iÞ[Uðu; i0Þ.

Table 1 Source of item features used in STSGroup

Source of item features Examples of extracted item features

Item category Natural monuments, church, museum, art exhibition, swimming bath, etc.

Item description Mountain, lake, Gothic architecture, Romanesque art, indoor, outdoor, etc.

Item tags Kid playground, flower gardens, vineyard, etc.

News and operation Has free entrance, is favorite, etc.
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For example, if, during the group discussion, the user marks a POI that is

described by the feature ‘‘castle’’ and ‘‘fortress’’ as his or her best choice, and

dislikes one having the feature ‘‘swimming’’, then the constraint that the sum of the

weights of the ‘‘castle’’ and ‘‘fortress’’ features should be larger than the weight of

the feature ‘‘swimming’’ is inferred. It is worth noting that each group member is

described by multiple constraints, depending on what POIs they have evaluated.

Finally, the full definition of the utility vector of weights wðuÞ is found by

searching for a vector that not only satisfies the inferred constraints, but also

maximizes the cosine similarity with the vector wðgÞ. This approach is motivated by

our conjecture that in addition to the individual variations, group members tend to

reach a consensus on the features of the item to choose, since they share the

common goal of identifying an item to experience together. Thereby, in order to

completely identify each group member’s utility vector, the system not only relies

on the observed constraints on that vector, but also aligns it to the aggregated utility

vector of the group.

After all the group members’ utility vectors have been determined, the vector

wðgÞ is then updated by using the Weighted Average approach, a variant of the

Average strategy. This aggregation function can take into account the role of each

group member:

wðgÞ ¼
X

u2g
aðu; gÞwðuÞ; ð3Þ

where aðu; gÞ is a non-negative coefficient associated to the user u in the group g

and
P

u2g aðu; gÞ ¼ 1. Relying on studies in social psychology which support the

importance of the participation rate in the group discussion, i.e., the so-called

‘‘babble effect’’ (Forsyth 2014), for each user, the a coefficient is proportional to the

number of activities that the user has performed in the group discussion. More

precisely, the coefficient is the proportion of the number of user’s actions (POI

proposals, POI evaluations and POI comments) to the total number of actions

acquired from all group members, as follows:

aðu; gÞ ¼ Nðu; gÞ
NðgÞ ; ð4Þ

where N(u, g) is the number of actions performed by u in the discussion of group g,

and N(g) is the number of actions performed by all group members in g. Hence, the

more feedback the user provides, the higher the value of his or her a coefficient is.

When a user is in a group discussion and requests some group recommendations,

the full set of catalog items is ranked according to the group utility function defined

as follows:

Uðg; iÞ ¼
Xn

j¼1

w
ðgÞ
j x

ðiÞ
j : ð5Þ

The system then suggests the POIs with the highest utility for the group, so the

returned recommendations are the same for all group members.
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5 Evaluation

We conducted a user study to assess the usability of STSGroup, the perceived

quality of the group recommendations and the group choice satisfaction, i.e., the

satisfaction of the group members for the POI that is selected by the group for a visit

and by using STSGroup. The users’ identification with the group and their

acquaintance with the area were also checked during the evaluation. We used the

System Usability Scale—SUS (Bangor et al. 2008) to measure the usability of

STSGroup. According to Sauro and Lewis (2012), SUS is one of the most popular

post-study standardized questionnaires, and it allows to measure the perceived

system usability even with a small sample population (i.e. 8–12 users).

More than 1800 POIs were considered, which belong to a wide range of

sightseeing destination categories, such as, natural monuments, historical buildings,

castles, religious centers and so on. Our user study involved 15 participants

(students and colleagues). Some of them have technical knowledge of computer

science (i.e., 6 out of 15). It is important to note here, that none of them knew

STSGroup in advance as it was only introduced to the participants when a group

meeting was held. Before starting a group discussion, each participant was

requested to rate at least 5 POIs, in order to acquire a basic user profile (see Eq. 2).

Then, in order to initiate the discussion, the users were free to pick up their

companions in order to form groups of two or three people. In total, the users

formed six groups, with three groups of size 2 and 3 groups of size 3, and in terms of

group type: two colleague groups and four student groups. One member in each

group was assigned to be the ‘‘initiator’’, i.e., who starts the discussion by proposing

the first POI to the group. All participants were invited to meet physically, and at the

beginning of the group meeting, each user received a mobile device where

STSGroup was previously installed. The experiment was performed using LG

Google Nexus 5 smart-phones running Android 6.0.1. The participants were asked

to exchange their STS user name, and send or accept friend requests. Afterwards, we

gave them the following task scenario:

Imagine that you and your group members have a plan to visit a place in South

Tyrol together. According to your own preferences, STS offers you a

suggestion list. Your task is first to select one or more places in the list that

you think are suitable for your group to experience together and propose them

to your group. Afterwards, you and the group members could discuss the

proposed options and decide which place your group will choose to visit.

We explained that STS offers each member a personal suggestion list. Aside from

that, STSGroup also provides them with the possibility to browse group

recommendations computed by the method described above. All these functions

could be used to come up with a group choice. They, and similarly their friends,

could select places in the suggestion lists and propose them to their group.

Additionally, they and their friends could discuss the proposed options in the

supported group chat—and eventually chose one of them to visit. We also requested

that the communication with each other was only based on the system chat
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functionality. Finally, the participants filled out a questionnaire composed by four

parts: SUS, perceived recommendation quality, choice satisfaction and group

identification, which measurements are adopted from Knijnenburg et al. (2012).

In particular, for each questionnaire item, users replied on a five points Likert

scale ranging from ‘‘strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘strongly agree’’. The ten SUS statements

are:

• S1: I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

• S2: I found the system unnecessarily complex.

• S3: I thought the system was easy to use.

• S4: I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use

this system.

• S5: I found the various functions in the system were well integrated.

• S6: I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

• S7: I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very

quickly.

• S8: I found the system very cumbersome to use.

• S9: I felt very confident using the system.

• S10: I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

Each SUS item’s score contribution ranges from 0 to 4. For positively phrased

statements (odd numbers) the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For

negatively worded statements (even numbers), the contribution is 5 minus the scale

position. To get the overall SUS score, the sum of the items’ scores is multiplied by

2.5, so the overall system usability score ranges from 0 to 100. Several benchmarks

for SUS across different systems have been published in Bangor et al. (2008), and

an average SUS score computed in a benchmark for cell phone applications is

around 67. In our user study, we used this value as a baseline to determine whether

our application usability exceeds the benchmark.

The next section of the questionnaire is composed of five statements about

perceived recommendation quality, three statements about choice satisfaction and

three statements about how the user identifies themselves with the group:

• RecQual1: I liked the final choice suggested by the system.

• RecQual2: The final choice recommended by the system was well-chosen.

• RecQual3: I didn’t like the suggested final choice.

• RecQual4: The new item recommendations for a group, excluding the proposed

items were relevant.

• RecQual5: I didn’t like any of the recommended new items.

• ChoiceSat1: I was excited about the place that we have chosen.

• ChoiceSat2: The chosen place fits my preference.

• ChoiceSat3: I didn’t prefer the chosen place, but it was fair.

• Identification1: I’m glad to be a member of the group.

• Identification2: I feel strong ties with my group.

• Identification3: I considered myself similar to the other members in my group in

terms of preferences.
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Moreover, in the post-survey study, the experiment participants could voluntarily

respond to a multiple choice question asking about their familiarity with South

Tyrol, e.g., ‘‘I’m a citizen of the region’’, ‘‘I know this region quite well’’, or ‘‘I don’t

know much about the region’’.

6 Evaluation results

In this section, we illustrate the results of the usability study, the perceived quality

of the group recommendations, the perceived satisfaction for the group choice and

the analysis of the user identification with their group.

With regards to the system usability, Fig. 4 shows the SUS score of each

participant. Most of these scores are higher than the benchmark. Overall, STSGroup

obtained a SUS score of 76 (over the 15 users considered in the user study). We

performed a one sample t-test to verify if this score is significantly higher than the

benchmark of 67: t ¼ 4:42 and the one-tailed probability associated with this score

is p-value = 0.0003, hence the confidence that the SUS score of STSGroup exceeds

the benchmark is higher than 99%. Although the observed groups are composed of

students and colleagues, due to the small sample size, we could not check any

significant difference in the perceived usability of STSGroup between these two

types of groups.

We further computed the average responses for the individual 10 SUS

statements. The highest average scores are for S6, S4 and S8. This implies that

the participants evaluated STSGroup as not complex as well as not difficult to use.

They also did not think that the system is inconsistent or cumbersome, and they

believed that they are able to use the system without technical help. We also

observed that S9, S7 and S5 received instead the lowest scores. This implies that the

users were not fully confident of using the system and thought that most people

would not learn to use it quickly. They also found some of the functions in the

system not well integrated. All these issues could be explained by the fact that in

STSGroup, we support two types of recommendations simultaneously: personal

context-aware recommendations, i.e., adapted to the specific preferences of the user,

and group recommendations that are adapted to the aggregated group utility of the

Fig. 4 System usability scale (SUS)
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group members. In other words, users could use all the functions that were already

available in STS, and, in addition, the new ones designed for groups. With a blended

support for individuals and groups within one mobile application, the users might

have not clearly understood the differences between these two concepts.

Next, we measured the perceived recommendation quality which is shown in

Table 2. These results demonstrate that the majority of the participants (i.e. 86.7%)

indicated that they liked the final choice suggested by the system (RecQual1) and

found it well-chosen (RecQual2). In line with that, 14 individuals out of 15 (93.3%)

disagreed with the statement ‘‘I didn’t like the suggested final choice’’ (RecQual3).

The obtained results further illustrate the good performance of the proposed

recommendation model, as more than a half (i.e. 11 out of 15) confirmed that ‘‘the

new item recommendations for a group, excluding the proposed items’’ (RecQual4)

were relevant and 93.3% of participants did not approve the statement ‘‘I didn’t like

any of the recommended new items’’ (RecQual5). Moreover, by analyzing the post-

survey, we discovered that among the 15 users that took part in the user study, 2

users are citizens of the region, 6 users specified that they do not know much about

the region and 7 users confirmed that they know the region quite well. This implies

that the majority of participants have a good knowledge of the area. It is, however

important to note that even though we asked participants about their familiarity with

the region, we did not check whether users were previously familiar with the

recommended POIs. This means that their evaluations were based on the

combination of pre-existent POI knowledge and information acquired by using

the system. Nevertheless, we cannot separate the two contributions in this analysis.

Regarding choice satisfaction and group identification, which are demonstrated

in Table 3, we have observed that 60% of the participants confirmed that ‘‘the

chosen place fits my preference’’ (ChoiceSat2) and more than half of users did not

really prefer the chosen place (ChoiceSat3). The satisfaction with the final choice,

however, was still quite high. Particularly, 86.7% participants indicated that they

were excited about the place chosen by their group (ChoiceSat1). This somehow

signifies that some users still felt satisfied with the collective choice even though it

was not in accordance with their preferences.

By exploring the results of how users identified themselves with other members

in their group, we found out that the high choice satisfaction might be due to the

strong relationship between the members. Specifically, more than 90% of the

Table 2 Group recommendation quality

Statement Strongly agree

(%)

Agree

(%)

Neither disagree nor agree

(%)

Disagree

(%)

Strongly disagree

(%)

RecQual1 26.7 60.0 13.3 0.0 0.0

RecQual2 33.3 53.4 13.3 0.0 0.0

RecQual3 0.0 0.0 6.7 53.3 40.0

RecQual4 0.0 73.3 20.0 6.7 0.0

RecQual5 0.0 0.0 6.7 60.0 33.3
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participants were happy to be in their group (Identification1). Moreover, more than

two-third of the users (73.3%) confirmed that they found strong ties with their group

(Identification2), and no one disapproved that statement. By analyzing the replies to

the last question (Identification3), we found that only 40% of participants

considered themselves similar to the other group members in terms of preferences.

It in some way implies that although a minority of the group members considered

them similar to the other, the majority of participants still were content with the

outcome of the group choice (ChoiceSat1).

7 Analysis of the group discussion

In this section, we illustrate the interaction data that was collected during the user

study experiment with the system STSGroup.

As described in Sect. 3, in the group interaction with STSGroup, each user, while

discussing the appropriateness of the options with the other group members, can

exchange messages, propose items to the group, and evaluate other members’

proposals. We collected their interactions in the following format: htimestamp,
group session id, user id, item id, comment, and item evaluation i. Moreover, for

each group discussion we measured: the duration of the discussion (minutes), the

number of exchanged feedback actions (comments and item evaluations) and the

number of each type of feedback actions performed by each group member (i.e.,

how many best choices, likes, dislikes and comments were given).

Table 4 summarizes the collected data about the discussion sessions of the six

observed groups. The longest group session lasts for about 16 min while the

quickest discussion was 5 min long. On average, 13 feedback actions were

exchanged in each group session and at least 2 items were proposed in each group.

We can also see that the 3 members in the group #1 discussed their options in 7 min

and gave only 10 elementary feedback actions whereas the group #6, which is

composed of 2 members, spent 16 min in the discussion, and expressed 22 feedback

actions. Therefore, the length of the discussion and the amount of feedback do not

seem to be correlated to the size of the group.

Table 3 Group choice satisfaction and group identification

Statement Strongly agree

(%)

Agree

(%)

Neither disagree nor

agree (%)

Disagree

(%)

Strongly disagree

(%)

ChoiceSat1 6.7 80.0 13.3 0.0 0.0

ChoiceSat2 6.7 53.3 20.0 20.0 0.0

ChoiceSat3 0.0 6.7 46.6 40.0 6.7

Identification1 26.7 66.6 6.7 0.0 0.0

Identification2 26.7 46.6 26.7 0.0 0.0

Identification3 13.3 26.7 26.7 33.3 0.0
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Table 5 shows the amount of interaction among members in two groups taken as

examples: group #1 and #6. The table shows the number of proposed items, the best

choices, likes, dislikes and comments given by each group member. As we have

observed above, the three users in group #1 had a rather short discussion, and only

two out of the three members proposed items to the group. They did not dislike any

item, and one member (u2) was less active than the others by giving only two

feedback actions. Conversely, group #6 had the longest discussion, and the group

members were equally active in the discussion. In this group, the amount of

feedback given by the users was nearly equal, with 12 and 13 feedback actions

exchanged by user u14 and u15 respectively. They both selected one item as their

best choice.

8 Discussion and open issues

While performing the data analysis, we have taken into consideration and noted the

following challenges that we encountered, which map to limitations of the user

study. They are considered to be matters of further work.

1. Users were not shared among groups as a user participated in only one group

discussion. Thus, we cannot make any conclusion about the behavior of the

Table 4 Interaction profile for the observed groups.

Group Number of

members

Discussion

duration (min)

No. of proposed

items

No. of feedback (best, likes, dislikes,

and comments)

#1 3 7 2 10

#2 2 5 2 8

#3 3 8 3 14

#4 3 12 3 17

#5 2 9 3 13

#6 2 16 3 22

Table 5 Interaction information of members in the group number 1 and 6

Group User No. of proposed

items

No. of best

choices

No. of

likes

No. of

dislikes

No. of

comments

#1 u1 1 1 0 0 3

#1 u2 0 0 1 0 1

#1 u3 1 0 1 0 3

#6 u14 1 1 0 1 9

#6 u15 2 1 2 0 8
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same user in different group settings, and hence about the influence of the group

on the preferences expressed by users in the group discussion.

2. The low number of participants is an obvious limitation of our experiment,

which leads to insufficient data to conduct an exploratory correlation analysis

on factors that might influence the group choice such as group sizes,

composition of the groups, participants’ knowledge about the discussed POIs,

and the relationship among the group members.

3. Due to the limited time allocated to group discussion, each group discussion

was at most 30 min long, hence asynchronous communication has not been

observed, and the amount of interactions is limited to some extent.

In addition to the above mentioned limitations, which are mostly due to the small

sample size, in order to illustrate the potential usefulness of a computerized system

to support group decision making processes, here, we discuss other aspects that have

not been touched in this study but are worth being further investigated in future

work.

A first issue that was not tackled in our study is how to best combine the two

types of preferences that we considered: long-term and session-specific. Ideally, the

GRS must efficiently make use of all the available user information and quickly

adapt to users’ current needs and requirements. We hypothesize that the optimal

combination of the two types of preferences is likely to differ depending on specific

group settings. To test this hypothesis, a simulation experiment on how long-term

and session-based preferences can be appropriately combined in different group

scenarios has been conducted in a follow-up study (Nguyen and Ricci 2017b). Three

group situations inspired by different kinds of social response to group pressures

have been investigated (Forsyth 2014): when group members always stick to their

personal preferences, when they show conformity to the group opinion, and when

they react negatively to the group setting (and tend to develop contrasting

preferences). The experimental evidence indicates that a combination strategy that

gives a stronger importance to the long-term preferences is more suited to the

scenario where users are consistent with their individual preferences, but when users

tend to change their preferences, either to align with each other or to become

divergent, users seem to benefit more from a GRS that weighs more the preferences

observed from the group discussion, which reflect their newly emerging interests.

The next important issue raised by the reported study is pertaining to the group

situation assessment. In fact, in order to optimize the role of the GRS, one should

have a clear assessment of the specific situation of the group and the needed type of

support. For instance, one must appropriately understand the group situation to

decide when the system should act as a facilitator, providing guidance to help the

group members to arrive to a final decision, or when the system should act as a

mediator, by suggesting items that are likely to be accepted by all the group

members. Likewise, deciding when it is time to elicit more information from the

group members can be an important decision for the system to take. For instance, in

case conflicts are likely to arise and jeopardize the decision-making quality, asking

for more group members’ preference information might not be a good solution. In
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this case, instead, the system should intervene to ensure fairness of the decision

process.

In fact, identifying the properties of group situations has been targeted by a

considerable amount of research in the field of social psychology. Particularly, the

normative model of decision making points out several situation factors that impact

on the choice of the appropriate decision process, such as: goal alignment,

likelihood of disagreement, or group expertise (Vroom and Jago 2007). That model

does not advocate a specific decision making method as superior to another, rather it

suggests that the situation must be considered and should guide the selection of the

most suited approach. In that sense, estimating the group situation is important for

GRSs that are aimed at supporting group decision making processes. It will

represent the starting point for building a proactive and intelligent system, i.e., a

system that is able to automatically select actions in response to the estimated

situations.

Finally, we observe that our research is motivated by the desire to support an

interactive (conversational) process between users and system. The system, thereby,

should not only recommend a list of items but also suggest the next conversation

action from a diverse set of possible moves. This concept was successfully

developed and employed in an adaptive conversational RS for individuals in the

tourism domain (Mahmood et al. 2009). We believe that together with the

implementation of an effective situation assessment component, the design of an

adaptive action selection module can bring considerable benefits to a group decision

support system.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced and analyzed the performance of a group

recommendation model and the interaction design of a mobile GRS that is aimed at

supporting a group decision making process. The GRS offers a group chat

environment in which a number of recommendation functions are integrated. We

argued that to make better decisions in groups, a GRS should support the whole

decision process. In this work, we mainly focused on supporting the discussion

stage, where group members’ preferences can be elicited and shaped. The proposed

model exploits users’ feedback during the group discussion in order to update the

system definition of the users’ utility functions.

We have carried out an exploratory user study where the usability of the system,

the quality of group suggestions and the choice satisfaction have been measured.

The study shows the proposed GRS has some promising features: the usability of

our system is higher than a standard benchmark, and it attains good perceived group

recommendation quality and choice satisfaction. The system, however, undoubtedly

has a number of limitations which ultimately are linked to the difficulty for the users

to understand the exact meaning of certain recommendation functions, such as the

difference between individual and group recommendations.

In this work, we have also analyzed the interaction data collected by our system

during group discussions and discussed several limitations of the performed
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evaluation experiment. At the end of the paper, we have highlighted some possible

extensions of the proposed approach, by sketching the functionality of a situation-

adaptive intelligent GRS. Thus, in future research, we will address these goals in

order to strengthen the current system and provide more general results on important

dimensions of GRSs.
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